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Overview     

 The OCC has made clear in a new interpretive letter that it will block charter 

conversions when it believes that these pose supervisory concerns. This issue has 
become a significant one as federal savings associations come under OCC 
supervision in the wake of Dodd-Frank’s elimination of the Office of Thrift 

Supervision.1  Fearful of more rigorous supervisory examinations and, over time, 
tougher OCC rules, numerous federal thrifts are exploring charter-conversion options 
that are complicated or even barred by the OCC under the criteria detailed in this 
interpretive letter. 

                                                 
1 See CHARTER21, Financial Services Management, August 2, 2010. 

http://www.occ.gov/static/interpretations-and-precedents/mar12/int1136.pdf
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Impact  

 In addition to ending the OTS, the Dodd-Frank Act means to bar charter 

conversions sought by institutions looking for a more lenient regulator.2  The “poster 
child” here was the decision by Countrywide to convert from a national bank to a 
federal thrift when OCC governance grew too tough, but Congress cited numerous 
other instances of smaller charter conversions that also allowed troubled institutions to 
continue without rebuke or reform.  Given that Dodd-Frank ended the OTS, these 
charter conversions were moot, but those from federal to state savings associations 
remained possible and, thus, were made considerably harder in the law.  In general, 
Dodd-Frank bars these if there is an outstanding enforcement order pending against 
the entity seeking conversion, although several exceptions are also provided in the 
law for cases where the succeeding regulator agrees to ensure that prior conditions 
remain in force. 

 The key question in the case prompting the interpretive letter is what types of 
formal actions trigger the OCC’s authority to bar a conversion or ensure that prior 
limits are enforced. As discussed below, the OCC rejected the institution’s arguments 
in whole, construing the prior OTS action as fully covered by Dodd-Frank and, thus, 
barred a conversion.   

 As a result, any federal thrift seeking to convert to a state charter should 
anticipate significant difficulties with the OCC if it or an affiliated or predecessor thrift 
was under any prior OCC enforcement action.  Further, any new actions by the OCC 
as it begins to supervise savings associations will also bar conversions absent 
correction if the examination action rises to the level of a formal or informal written 
enforcement action.  Thus, even though federal thrifts are now beginning actively to 
seek charter conversions, they may well need to resolve OCC questions before any 
conversion is allowed now that the OCC has made clear its views in this letter.   

 

 

What’s Next 

       This letter was posted by the OCC in late March, although it is dated December 
21, 2011.   

   
 

Analysis 

 In this case, a capital-management agreement (CMA) approved by the OTS 

was critical to the continued operation of a federal savings association resulting from a 
prior merger with another thrift.  This successor federal thrift sought to become a 
state-chartered savings bank even though the CMA was still in effect.  The OCC 

                                                 
2 See FHC19, Financial Services Management, July 29, 2010. 
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rejects this on grounds that the CMA is a written, major supervisory action of the sort 
expressly covered by Dodd-Frank, even though the law does not include CMAs in 
stipulated enforceable agreements.  The agency rejected arguments from the thrift 
that the CMA is only a supervisory “tool” and that it does not fall within the Act.  Saying 
that the association’s arguments are “simply wrong,” the OCC also contests several 
factual assertions included in the conversion request.    

 

 


